Drop in at the FAO Knowledge Café (K Café) and start meeting colleagues. The K Café is a unique virtual space for FAO colleagues around the world to share ideas and information in an informal collaborative setting. At the K Café people ask and answer questions, point to resources, make connections and learn from each other so that they work better together.

Get started
Simply sign up for the K Café by filling out your profile details at http://intouch.fao.org/ks. Once that’s done, you’re ready to start sharing ideas and information.

Connect and Network
The K Café is ideal for meeting FAO colleagues from around the world. A directory of personal profiles encourages people to get to know each other through their interests. It is a huge resource beyond your immediate colleagues waiting to be utilised.

Collaborate
The K Café fosters collaboration by bringing people together in an informal and trusted setting. As this virtual community grows, there are increased chances for teamwork and collaboration across disciplines and geographical boundaries.

Share Knowledge
As people connect across divisions and countries they find opportunities to interact and share their expertise. The K Café provides a venue to share resources, highlight events and training updates, write blog posts and ask and answer questions.

A virtual space to...
- Ask questions
- Give answers
- Share experiences
- Announce events
- Get to know colleagues

Contact
Knowledge-Sharing@fao.org

FAO Knowledge Café http://intouch.fao.org/ks